
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cage: Beyond Silence continues with The Year Begins to be Ripe: 
Song Books, multiple takes on one magnum opus  

 Part two of John Cage festival runs Nov. 30-Dec. 9; Part three to run Jan. 11-20, 2013 
 
PHILADELPHIA — In order to highlight the immense and open possibilities of John Cage’s compositions, 

part two of the Cage: Beyond Silence festival focuses entirely on one piece, Song Books (1970). The 
Year Begins to be Ripe: Song Books is part two of a major three-part festival celebrating the acclaimed 

musician and theorist’s myriad compositions; Cage: Beyond Silence, presented by Bowerbird in 

conjunction with the Philadelphia Museum of Art, runs through January 20, 2013.  

 

As with many of Cage’s works, Song Books is indeterminate, or chosen by chance. Part two of Cage: 

Beyond Silence offers audiences a rare opportunity to experience multiple version of this work, further 

encouraging engagement with the ephemeral qualities of music that were so important to Cage. Two 

concert performances of Song Books, by Joan La Barbara’s Ne(x)tworks (Nov. 30) and The BSC (Dec. 

7), will present an intentional juxtaposition of styles and interpretations. These two groups will also each 

perform informally at the Philadelphia Museum of Art (Dec. 1 and 8, respectively), providing “sonic 

infiltration” to the festival’s partner exhibition, Dancing Around the Bride: Cage, Cunningham, Johns, 

Rauschenberg, and Duchamp (on view through January 21, 2013). Meanwhile, part two also includes an 

afternoon of workshops and hands-on activities (Dec. 2) as well as a performance of Cage’s Variations 

(Dec. 9), which foreshadowed Song Books, at West Philly’s Rotunda. 

 

Says Rob Haskins, Cage scholar and associate professor of music at the University of New Hampshire: 

"One might think of Song Books as Cage's Art of Fugue, an exhaustive demonstration of the diverse 

approaches to music-making that the composer had practiced over his long career. Of course, Cage — 

unlike J.S. Bach — continued his career for more than two decades after he completed the piece. But 

although he found new ways to extend his artistic vision in ways that surprised even him, he would only 

occasionally match the diversity and ambitious scope that he achieved so brilliantly in Song Books.” 

 

Taking place at the Philadelphia Museum of Art and venues across the city, Cage: Beyond Silence is a 

three-part series that began in October: Part one, Move from Zero (Oct. 26-Nov. 4), focused on Cage’s 

early works and solos. Part three, At Least We Have Begun (Jan. 11-20, 2013), will juxtapose part two’s 

Song Books with the composer’s late-career meditative series Number Pieces (1987-92).  
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ABOUT SONG BOOKS 

Replete with text and music materials quoted from Marcel Duchamp, Erik Satie, David Thoreau, 

Buckminster Fuller, Norman O. Brown, and even Mozart and Schubert, Song Books is a two-volume 

collection of 89 short solos. Some of these solos call for singing, conventional or otherwise; others require 

no singing at all, but rather reproduce the word-game actions of Cage's Theater Piece (1960). Still other 

Solos are examples of another kind of theater altogether, one which clearly reflects the influence of the 

neo-Dadaist Fluxus movement. Instructions for some of these Solos ask the performer simply to "prepare 

something to eat" or to "perform a disciplined action that fulfills an obligation to others." 

 

Each realization of Song Books is performed to fill a predetermined duration, with any number of 

performers, each responsible for choosing their own music. Additionally, Cage indicated that a 

performance of Song Books may also include simultaneous performances of other indeterminate music 

such as Winter Music (1957), Concert for Piano and Orchestra (1958), Indeterminacy (1959), or Rozart 

Mix (1965). 

 

 
SCHEDULE: PART TWO 
For tickets and information, visit cagebeyondsilence.com. 

SONG BOOKS IN CONCERT 1 
Fri., Nov. 30, 8 p.m., $15 
Christ Church Philadelphia, 20 N. American St. 
The first of four realizations of Cage’s magnum opus Song Books, New York-based Ne(x)tworks (led by 
Joan La Barbara and including musicians Shelley Burgon, Yves Dharamraj, Miguel Frasconi, Stephen 
Gosling, Ariana Kim and Christopher McIntyre) will perform an ensemble-size, concert-length version at 
the historic Christ Church in Old City. 
 
SONG BOOKS MINIATURES 1 
Sat., Dec. 1, noon-4 p.m., free with museum admission 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, 2600 Ben Franklin Parkway 
Weaving through the Philadelphia Museum of Art’s Dancing Around the Bride exhibition, this 
performance of Song Books features short vignettes and tableaus performed by members of Ne(x)tworks.  
 
BEHIND SONG BOOKS 
Sun., Dec. 2, noon-4 p.m., free with museum admission 
Philadelphia Museum of Art 
2600 Ben Franklin Parkway 
Talks, workshops and hands-on activities: Unpack Song Books with our expert guides, Joan La Barbara, 
Richard Kostelanetz and other guests. The beautiful score includes more than 90 solos exploring a wide 
range of notational systems, including pictures, maps and text.  
 
SONG BOOKS IN CONCERT 2 
Fri., Dec. 7, 8 p.m., $15 
Philadelphia Episcopal Cathedral 
3723 Chestnut St. 
For the third interpretation of Song Books, The BSC (Bhob Rainey, soprano saxophone/director; Greg 
Kelley, trumpet; James Coleman, Theremin; Liz Tonne, voice; Chris Cooper, guitar and electronics; Vic 
Rawlings, cello and electronics; and Mike Bullock, bass) presents its own unique evening-length concert 
version, this time in the spacious Philadelphia Cathedral. The BSC is an ensemble recognized for the 
ability to push the boundaries of electro-acoustic sound production. 
 



SONG BOOKS MINIATURES 2 
Sat., Dec. 8, noon-4 p.m., free with museum admission 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, 2600 Ben Franklin Parkway 
The fourth and final version of Song Books brings the BSC’s members to the main stage of the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art’s Dancing Around the Bride exhibition for a series of intimate performances 
inspired by the backdrop of Rauschenberg’s Walkaround Time. 
 
VARIATIONS 
Sun., Dec. 9, 8 p.m., free 
The Rotunda, 4014 Walnut St. 
With vastly open and indeterminate scores and happenings, Variations I – VIII (1958-67) is a series of 
compositions that foreshadows both Song Books and the Fluxus movement performance pieces. 
Sometimes scored as broadly as “for any number of players and any sound producing means,” Variation 
IV includes 0’00”, Cage’s second version of 4’33”. Performers include Bonnie Jones, Maria Chavez, Nate 
Wooley, C. Spencer Yeh and more. 
 
(For a schedule of events for part three of the festival, visit cagebeyondsilence.com.) 

 
 
ABOUT BOWERBIRD  
Situated at the forefront of artistic experimentation, Bowerbird is a Philadelphia-based nonprofit 
organization that presents music and interdisciplinary events by local and internationally recognized artists 
at a variety of venues across the region. The mission of Bowerbird is to raise the public’s awareness and 
understanding of provocative and divergent music traditions by providing numerous and diverse 
opportunities to directly experience the work of today’s leading artists. For more information, visit 
bowerbird.org. 
 
Cage: Beyond Silence is made possible by The Pew Center for Arts & Heritage through the Philadelphia 
Music Project, The Presser Foundation, The Aaron Copland Fund for Music, Dina and Jerry Wind, and 
John J. Medveckis.  
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